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The Mission of the Central Coast Regional District is to foster the sustainable socioeconomic and environmental well-

being of the Central Coast through the professional and efficient delivery of mandated regional and community
services.
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^-i^EGULAR BOARD MEETING MINUTES - October 10, 2019

In Attendance: Electoral Area A

Electoral Area B

Electoral Area C

Electoral Area D

Electoral Area E

Director Daniel Bertrand

Director Travis Hall

Director Jayme Kennedy
Director Lawrence Northeast

Chair Samuel Schooner

Staff:

Delegation:

Chief Administrative Officer

Recording Secretary, EA

Operations Manager
Community Ec. Dev. Officer

Hagensborg Waterworks District
Central Coast Indigenous Resource
Alliance, MaPP Tech Support

Courtney Kirk

Destiny Mack

Ken Mcllwain (portion)
Matthew Wheelock (portion)

Kevin O'Neill

Desiree Lawson

PART I - INTRODUCTION

1. Call to Order

The Chair called the meeting to order at 8:43 a.m. and acknowledged the meeting was
taking place in the unceded traditional territory of the Nuxalk Nation.

Chair Schooner asked that the full staff be assembled in the meeting room. The Board
then acknowledged the Administration for their work getting the Board ready for UBCM.

2. Adoption of Agenda

19-10-01 M/S Directors Northeast/Kennedy THAT the following late items be accepted and
inserted in the public agenda package as follows: Report to the Board - Soft Launch
of new CCRD Website, Request for Decision - UBCM 2020 and Review of Bylaw 45.

CARRIED

19-10-02 M/S Directors Northeast/Kennedy THAT the Agenda be adopted as amended.
CARRIED

Disclosures of Financial interest

The Chair reminded Board Members of the requirements of Sections 100(2) (b) and 101(1)
(2) and (3) of the Community Charter to disclose any financial interests during the meeting
when the matter is discussed. The declaration under this section requires that the nature of
the interest must be disclosed. Consequently, a member who has made a declaration must
not preside, participate in, or be present during any discussion or decision-making
procedure relating to the subject matter which is being discussed.

The Mission of the Central Coast Regional District is to foster the sustainable socioeconomic and environmental well-
being of the Central Coast through the professional and efficient delivery of mandated regional and community
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No disclosures of financial interests were made.

4. Disclosures of Interests Affecting Impartiality.

The Chair reminded Board Members that in the Interest of good governance where there is
a perceived interest that may affect their impartiality in consideration of a matter a
declaration should be made. This declaration does not restrict any right to participate in or
be present during the decision-making procedure.

No disclosures affecting impartiality were made.

PART II - PUBLIC CONSULTATION

Delegations

Kevin O'Neill - Hagensborg Waterworks District

Desiree Lawson - Central Coast Indigenous Resource Alliance, MaPP Tech Support

The public delegation presentations were deferred until later in the meeting.

Neil McLachlan - Bella Coola Harbour Authority

/^SVIr. McLachlan requested that his delegation deferred until the November Board Meeting and
cancelled his delegation for the current meeting.

(B) ADOPTION OF MINUTES

a) Regular Board Meeting September 12, 2019

19-10-03 M/S Directors Kennedy/Bertrand THAT the minutes from the September 12, 2019
Board Meeting be received. CARRIED

19-10-04 M/S Directors Kennedy/Bertrand THAT the minutes be adopted as presented.
CARRIED

PART III - Local Governance

(C) OPERATIONS UPDATES & POLICY MATTERS ARISING

Administrative Services

(a) Ken Mcllwain Service Acknowledgement

19-10-05 M/S Directors Kennedy/Bertrand THAT the Board of Directors of the Central Coast
Regional District receives the report. CARRIED

The Mission of the Central Coast Regional District is to foster the sustainable socioeconomic and environmental well-
being of the Central Coast through the professional and efficient delivery of mandated regional and community
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^OM Mcllwain joined the meeting at 10:17am

The Board thanked CM Mcllwain for his 6 years of dedication in public service with
the CCRD.

(b) Weicome to the CCRD Evangeiine Hanuse - Evangeline Hanuse Biography

19-10-06 M/S Directors Bertrand/Northeast THAT the Board of Directors of the Central

Coast Regional District receive the report. CARRiED

(c) Report to the Board: Soft iaunch of the CCRD Website and next steps - Late item

CAD Kirk summarised the report and requested that the Board give input on the community
summary pages to ensure that they properly represent constituent views of their communities. She
also highlighted new elements on the CCRD website including the Community Calendar.

CEDO Wheelock joined the meeting at 10:29am

The Board asked about adding events to the Community Calendar, and CEDO Wheelock was
asked to provide information regarding community organisations updating their own information. A
discussion ensued of further outstanding action items to achieve full benefit of the new website.

^The Board suggested that adding ferry information to the calendar would be helpful.

19-10-07 M/S Directors Kennedy/Northeast THAT the Board of Directors of the Central
Coast Regional District receive the report. CARRIED

Public Consultation - Delegation

Kevin O'Neill - Hagensborg Waterworks District

Mr. O'Neill began his presentation at 9:18 a.m.

Mr. O'Neill began with an update on the conversion review that was presented to the
Hagensborg Waterworks District (HWD) rate payers on October 3, 2019 at a public
meeting. Mr. O'Neill opined that the meeting was not well attended and suggested
that this could indicate that most are comfortable with conversion of the Hagensborg

Waterworks District (HWD) from an independent Improvement District to a service of
the CCRD.

Mr. O'Neill informed the Board that he anticipates a motion indicating the HWD's

intention to convert will be passed by the HWD Board during an upcoming meeting

on the afternoon of October 10, 2019. Mr. O'Neill informed the Board that if this is

the case, the HWD will then initiate an assent process with their rate payers within

the coming weeks to determine whether there is sufficient mandate to move forward
The Mission of the Central Coast Regional District is to foster the sustainable socioeconomic and environmental well-

being of the Central Coast through the professional and efficient delivery of mandated regional and community
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by with conversion to CCRD. He advised the Board that Ministry of Municipal Affairs
and Housing Staff and consultant Jim Tarves have been guiding them in this

process. Mr. O'Neill further advised that once the assent process is complete,

assuming a positive result for conversion, HWD will petition the government for an

order in council to dissolve the Hagensborg Waterworks District.

The Board asked if there are sufficient funds for conversion. Mr. O'Neill responded in

the affirmative.

The Board asked about ratepayers' feedback about the asset process. Mr. O'Neill

shared that although a process as extensive as an assent process is not required,

the HWD believes it's the right thing to do to give their rate payers an opportunity to

express any opposition. Mr. O'Neill noted that as he had anticipated, many of those

who took the time to attend the public meeting were opposed to the project, but did

not propose realistic solutions. However, he expressed that he believes that the

majority of the public understands that this Is a critical situation and are supportive.

The Board suggested that one of the solutions expressed by a rate payer, besides
conversion, is the HWD getting funding through Gas Tax. Mr. O'Neill responded that

past experiences were not positive when assessing accessing the Gas Tax and
Innovation fund as HWD would have had to qualify the project as an innovation,

which It Is not. The current grant application seemed like a better fit In the opinion of

the HWD Board. Mr. O'Neill shared that he believes previous Boards delayed action

in hopes that Improvement Districts would become eligible again to access

provincial grant funding. Mr. O'Neill stated that delaying action is no longer an

option, as the system is in disrepair.

The Board asked for clarity about the assent process. Mr. O'Neill stated that one

ballot will be provided per property. Mr. O'Neill explained that In an alternate assent

process, you only return your ballot If you oppose.

CAO Kirk reminded the Board that they must be satisfied that the constituent base

that forms the Improvement District is in support of this conversion. Otherwise, the

consequence to the Regional District Is It will be taking on a service in which people

don't want the CCRD involved. CAO Kirk also reminded the Board that there Is a

significant expenditure Involved In the conversion discussion which represents
savings of the ratepayers through numerous years of requisition without substantial

expenditure on the HWD system. Mr. O'Neill confirmed that that the HWD has 1.3

million dollars saved. CAO Kirk asked the Board to ensure themselves that they

^  have a mandate for the conversion as well as the expenditure contemplated of those
funds
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^  CAO Kirk asked the delegation what threshold of negative votes would defeat
conversion and trigger a referendum. Mr. O'Neill responded that this hasn't been

discussed, but he would assume 50% + 1.

The Board asked if this is the kind of service area implementation process where

rate payers are notified of the project and have the opportunity to petition in

opposition. CAO Kirk clarified the difference between petition and alternate assent

processes and underlined the importance of threshold in this context; as in her

understanding in other contexts, a 10% threshold has been used to trigger a full

referendum.

CAO Kirk asked the delegation about how the anticipated $15,000 budget in
administrative costs was determined as part of the new service budget in the

conversion study and suggested that it might be low. She further suggested to the

Board that a feasibility study might be necessary for the board to understand the

cost of the conversion and related project to the CCRD.A full conversion would

mean that the Fire Service was also transferred, and noted it is unclear to her from

the study as to whether this is being contemplated.

Mr. O'Neill underlined a supporting reference document which states that if 10% or
more eligible electors sign and submit response forms In opposition to the proposed
initiative, the Local Government will have two options: they can proceed to a new

assent voting process within eighty (80) days, or they can put the matter on hold and

consider alternatives to the proposed action. CAO Kirk reminded the Board that

these directions appear to have been written for the establishment of a new service,

not conversion of an existing one.

Mr. O'Neill clarified that it was his understanding that the ensuing process of creating

a local service area would be the responsibility of the CCRD, and that the directions

above would apply to that ensuing process, and not to the initial HWD process. He
acknowledged that there are many administrative unknowns. The HWD has split

costs of fire protection and water delivery 50:50; the $15,000 referred to by CAO Kirk
likely only refers to water delivery, so additional expenses should be expected. He
further clarified that he understands fire protection to be part of this conversion.

CAO Kirk summarised her understanding for the Board that what Mr. O'Neill was
proposing was that the HWD would receive the ministry's approval to dissolve the
Improvement District, and then the CCRD would establish a new service according to
its own process.

The Mission of the Central Coast Regional District is to foster the sustainable socioeconomic and environmental well-
being of the Central Coast through the professional and efficient delivery of mandated regional and community
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^  The Board underlined the importance of setting an effective date of conversion to
ensure that service is uninterrupted, and to ensure that the CCRD does not

experience unnecessary deadline stress.

CAO Kirk reminded the Board of the cost of doing an assent process or a

referendum regarding conversion. She further noted that a potential conversion

dialogue with HWD was noted In the CCRD's 5-year financial plan and Strategic
Plan, but there Is no allocated budget for this In 2019.

The Board Inquired as to whether taking on this additional burden would result In

other services being sidelined, or whether additional capacity would be available.

CAO Kirk responded that administration of additional water services would constitute

a significant Increase In administrative burden. The assent process would also
require a great deal of administrative staff time. This process also has potential
repercussions for the CCRD's relationship with constituents. If there is widespread

support for conversion, then the CCRD should be actloning this as efficiently as

possible. If it isn't, then It's a liability for the CCRD. The assent process Is therefore

very Important to the CCRD. However, the burden of this process should not be on
the CCRD at this time.

The Board suggested that to avoid confusion, the HWD solicit with vote to dissolve

and the assent process to approve the new establishment at the same time as HWD
may be able to save administrative cost If the communications and the ballot
procedures occur at the same time. It will also reduce uncertainty In the event that
there Is a no vote. The Board also suggested that the HWD be clear with the

materials they put forward with regards to the effective date of the conversion.

The Board and CAO Kirk discussed benefits and challenges of Jim Tarves leading

this process. Including potentially fostering an inaccurate perception among
constituents that the CCRD Is not operating Impartially In the process.

CAO Kirk suggested that the board clarify their expectations of the assent process to
Mr. O'Neill, as a multi-mllllon-dollar grant related to this transition has been awarded

and is currently awaiting potential acceptance by the CCRD.

The Board asked how many ballots will be sent out. Mr. O'Neill responded that 200
ballots at most will be mailed out, given that some rate payers own more than one
property. Ballots should be returned by mall within 2-3 weeks.

The Board asked for clarification on what response will require action by CCRD.
CAO Kirk noted her understanding for the Board that an assent process is being
contemplated for local Information and Is not a Ministry requirement. She further
clarified her understanding that opposition Identified during the Initial assent process
would merely provide political information about the stance of constituents. CAO Kirk

The Mission of the Central Coast Regional District is to foster the sustainable socioeconomic and environmental well-
being of the Central Coast through the professional and efficient delivery of mandated regional and community
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explained that as conversion of Improvement Districts to Regional Districts has
apparently been a policy agenda of Municipal Affairs for 20 years or more there are
not as stringent requirements for conversion as there are for service establishment.
CAO Kirk related her general understanding that the Ministry will only grant money to
regional districts, not improvement districts. CAO Kirk noted that the Board's
suggestion regarding assent would provide much-needed information for the CCRD.

The Board asked if there is any money available for a feasibility study. Mr. O'Neill

suggested that the Ministry should be prepared to assist the CCRD with setting up a

local service area.

The Board inquired as to whether this change is expected to change terms of

service. CAO Kirk responded that additional costs may be expected due to

treatment, and she has heard that some constituents are opposed to chlorination.

The Board expressed concerns about a lack of clarity related to how costs will be

borne by the CCRD. The Board stated that the heavy lifting regarding conversion

should be done by the HWD and not the CCRD.

Mr. O'Neill shared he is concerned that CCRD may be perceived to be driving this

process. As such, Mr. O'Neill suggested that the Board consider that it may be much

more prudent to let the HWD go through the initial assent process independently,

and then see what the Ministry suggests for next steps.

The Board shared some concerns from rate payers about the process, and that they

felt that there should be a full review with multiple options. Mr. O'Neill shared that the

Board unanimously dismissed the other main option of getting Municipal status for
Hagensborg, on the basis that they don't have a tax base that would support it. The

Board and delegation discussed that there do not appear to be many options to

consider in a full review while the system continues to degrade, and the boil water

advisory continues.

The Board asked that HWD let the CCRD know how the process goes. The Board
delegated Administration to speak with HWD representatives about how it's going to
happen, who will bear the costs and how the work will be distributed.

The Chair thanked Mr. O'Neill for his presentation, and he concluded his delegation

at 10:04 a.m.

A Recess was taken at 10:05 a.m.

The meeting reconvened at 10:30 a.m.

(d) Request for Decision: CCRD Logo

19-10-08 M/S Directors Northeast/Kennedy THAT the Board of Directors of the Central
Coast Regional District receive the report. CARRIED
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